
5. Spelling and pronunciation

The orthography presented in this dictionary is almost identical to that

found in my A grammar of the Muna language and the Pedoman ejaan

bahasa Muna [Muna spelling guide] (Raha, 1991). A full description of the

sound system of Muna can be found in Chapter 2 of the Grammar. Most

sounds in Muna have their expected phonetic value. Here I will only

mention some unusual sounds, represented by digraphs:

<bh> stands for an implosive b (air is sucked in when the lips part).

There is no corresponding sound in English. Examples: bhea 'areca nut',

labhi 'more'.

<dh> stands for a dental plosive: the tip of the tongue is not held

against the alveolar ridge (as it is for a normal d), but held against the upper

teeth. The point of articulation is not unlike English <th> as in there, but

there is firm contact with the teeth. Example: dhangku 'beard', adhara

'horse'.

<gh> stands for a voiced uvular fricative, similar to the Parisian

French /r/ in rouge. Examples: ghome 'wash', foroghu 'drink'.

Some other points on pronunciation:

a. Vowels have their Indonesian or continental European values. There is

no central/neutral vowel (pepet); hence <e> is always pronounced as a mid

front vowel (close to the vowel in English bet).

b. Sequences of two identical vowels are pronounced as one long vowel.

Unlike Indonesian there is no intervening glottal stop in such words (e.g.

laa 'river', nee 'nose').
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c. Glottal stop does not occur as a phoneme in Muna, but it is found in two

or three words to split up sequences of three like vowels. In such cases it is

written as <>, e.g. ma'aa 'slender'.

d. Stress is regularly penultimate (on the syllable before the last one). Each

vowel counts as a syllable. In the following words the stressed syllable i^

underlined: dahu 'dog', rea 'blood', nokala 'he goes', dahuku my Ji-;

regno 'his blood', nokalamo 'he has gone'.

Let us now look at some of the other ways the unusual sounds have been

spelled in other sources. In presenting those non-standard spellings, I am
anticipating the appearance and publication of new Muna materials in

Indonesia, which will not necessarily conform to the spelling employed

here. These sources are (numbers correspond to the columns below):

1. Hanafi (1968), Hubungan kata ganti orang dengan kata kerdja dalam

bahasa Muna, ditindjau dari segi linguistik deskriptif. [BA thesis, FKSS-IKIP,

Makassar.]

2. La Ode Sidu (1978), Daftar kata bahasa Muna. Kendari: Universitas

Haluoleo.

3. M. Arief Mattalitti, Muhammad Sikki, J.S. Sande, Adnan Usmar, Padala

(1985), Kamus Muna-lndonesia. Jakarta: Pusat Bahasa.

4. J.S. Sande, J.F. Pattiasina, Muh. Sikki, M. Arief Mattalitti, Abd. Kadir

Mulya (1986), Morfosintaksis bahasa Muna. Jakarta: Pusat Bahasa. Also: N.

Yatim (1981), Bahasa Wuna. Jakarta: Pusat Bahasa.

This book
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have tried to follow these (with a few exceptions). When studying Muna
texts written by others, it should be borne in mind that the writing of word

boundaries may be quite idiosyncratic and erratic. The article o, for instance,

is written separately here, but may often be found attached to the following

noun.

The alphabet of the Muna language is therefore:

a, b, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, 1, m, n, o, p, r, s, t, u, w

Strict alphabetical order is maintained, with the digraphs <bh>, <dh> and

<gh> taking their expected place. These digraphs have not been treated as

separate letters in the alphabet Thus bhaho comes between bente and bida;

and dagha comes between daga and dagi.
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